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China Institute of Atomic Energy (CIAE) is a multi-disciplinary institute under the leadership of
China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC). The Laboratory of Technical Research for Nuclear
Safeguards was established at CIAE in 1991 to develop safeguards technology and to provide
technical assistance to competent authorities for nuclear material management and control, which
became one of the key laboratories approved by CNNC in 1993. The main research works for
safeguards at CIAE include: nuclear material control and accounting, facilities license review and
assessment, domestic inspection, NDA and DA analysis, physical protection and technical
training. Research and development of equipment and technique for safeguards has been
continuing at CIAE. A variety of NDA equipment that has different resolution and analysis
capability has been developed. Method of NDA measurement has been investigated for nuclear
material with different characteristics. Mathematics method such as Monte Carlo simulation is
applied in NDA. Advanced destructive analysis (DA) instrument is installed at laboratory of
CIAE, such as TIMS, ICP-MS and electronic chemistry analyzing system. The high accuracy
results of element analysis and isotopic analysis for nuclear material can be obtained. It is
possible to measure the types and quantities of nuclear material in a given area by means of NDA
and DA. Physical protection system has also been developed. It consists of access control and
management, various alarm (including perimeter alarm, intrusion alarms, fire alarms), video and
audio monitors, intercommunication set and central console. The system can meet technical
requirement for safeguards of first rank. Nuclear material accounting is an important aspect of
safeguards research at CIAE. The computer software related to material accounting has been
developed. It is the important task for scientists at CIAE to design and review nuclear accounting
systems in various facilities. For domestic inspection, CIAE is developing necessary elements
such as inspection criteria and procedures, inspection equipment and inspection information
management. CIAE often holds domestic technical training courses to share our experience in
the field of safeguards. At the same time, international cooperation played a very important role.
Many scientists from other countries were invited to give lecture on safeguards. Laboratory also
sent some scientists abroad for academic and technical exchange. Some scientists have received
Agency1 technical training on their areas of interest such as nuclear material accountancy and
physical protection. In addition, CIAE assisted Agency to hold the training courses on physical
protection in March 1998 and June 2000 respectively. In July 1998, Chinese and US scientists
worked together to implement a MPC&A demonstration. The Laboratory of Technical Research
for Nuclear Safeguards of CIAE was chosen as the site. The integrated MPC&A demonstration is
a first project that has brought Chinese and US nuclear scientists together to work for a common
goal. The suite of technologies in this demonstration are illustrative of many safeguards and
monitoring techniques. CIAE has made great achievement on nuclear material accountancy,
physical protection and has developed equipment and technology of NDA and DA. CIAE hope to
made deeper, more concrete and innovative technical solution to the many remaining challenges
on safeguards.
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